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Abstract
Knowing surgeon movements during laparoscopic training may provide useful data to speed up the learning pro-
cess by means of instantaneous error correction and performance evaluation. The first step toward this knowledge
is the identification of laparoscopic tool pose in the training environment. In this paper we propose a method to
estimate in real time the 3D pose of laparoscopic instruments using a standard camera and three non invasive
colored markers applied on the tool stem.
The proposed method takes advantage of closed form solution for the problem which speeds up the computation
and improves the precision and accuracy of the results. In addition the method handles occlusions even without any
marker tracking algorithm thanks to the automatic identification of the insertion point. The method is evaluated
in terms of precision, accuracy and real time execution. Results show that it can be effectively used in common
training scenarios.

1. Introduction

Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is becoming more and
more popular as it is characterized by faster recovery and
reduced pain and scarring. The principal drawback of MIS
is that it requires the surgeon to undergo long and specific
training to acquire the skills needed to safely and effectively
operate the surgical instruments. One of the most widespread
MIS techniques is laparoscopy, which operates in the ab-
dominal area with long instruments which access the in-
tervention area through trocars. To become proficient in la-
paroscopy, surgeons currently start training on very simple
tasks (pick and place, bimanual coordination, ...) in synthetic
environments and then move toward more complex tasks
(dissection, suturing, ...). The training may involve animals
or cadavers and eventually real patients. All the phases of
the training require the supervision of an expert surgeon who
evaluates and corrects the trainee. Automating the evaluation
and correction of trainee performance can lead to important
advantages in terms of objectiveness and repeatability of the
evaluation and in terms of cost reduction as it will allows the
trainee to train without the presence of the expert surgeon.

One of the first steps toward the automation of training
is the identification of the pose of the laparoscopic tool.
The bare pose of the tool provides a lot of information on
surgeon’s dexterity as it allows to evaluate many different

parameters, e.g. the total distance covered by the tool, the
smoothness of the trajectory and so on. The knowledge of
the relative pose of the tools adds further information about
the bimanual proficiency of the trainee or the correct execu-
tion of specific tasks.

For these reasons, in recent decades, the estimation of la-
paroscopic instruments pose and their insertion point loca-
tions is one of the challenges that has produced many differ-
ent solutions. Some works - [HWKH13], [KGD∗03] - rely
on data obtained from specific sensors added to laparoscopic
instruments or introduces as additional probes while others
- [DNdM07], [DNdM06] - focus their efforts on image anal-
ysis with the advantages of reduced invasiveness but at the
cost of complex algorithms.

This paper presents an analytic solution for the estima-
tion of the pose of the instruments by recovering the relative
orientation and position of three collinear points such as col-
ored markers applied on the instruments. The main contri-
bution is a closed form algorithm to estimate the instrument
poses even under occlusions of one reference point. The pre-
sented solution works in real-time and is based on a simple
setup consisting of a monocular camera and three colored
markers applied on each instrument.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we
summarize the related works about visual servoing and la-
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paroscopic instrument identification referring to both real
and synthetic environments. Section 3 describes our method
along with a short explanation about computer vision theory,
then we analyze each component of the pipeline in depth.
The results of our tests are presented in Section 4 and some
conclusions and future work are inferred in Section 5.

2. State of the art

One of the problems in visual servoing for laparoscopic ab-
dominal surgery is the estimation of the pose (position and
orientation) of laparoscopic instruments. The solution to this
problem permits to deploy and improve assistive technolo-
gies, for example, to measure the surgeon ability and to im-
prove his/her skills during training sessions.

To calculate the position of a laparoscopic instrument,
many techniques were developed. We identify three classes
of solutions based on the analysis of the image frames. The
first class collects all the methods that exploit a particu-
lar hardware setup to improve instruments recognition and
tracking: this approach usually leads to accurate results and
improves the capability of the system but it is often more ex-
pensive and invasive than other solutions due to the added
probes. The second class is based on probabilistic methods
that model the workspace to identify the area where the in-
struments are. The last class is the largest and it includes
the methods that use only image analysis techniques to iden-
tify the instruments without special hardware. These meth-
ods are often based on edge detection, color segmentation
and marker-based approaches to identify the tool tips.

Hardware based methods usually lead to accurate sys-
tems: [HWKH13] uses an endoscope with a Time-of-Flight
sensor and benefits from both color and range information to
achieve robust results but it suffers of a slow framerate (10
Hz). [MRA∗13] works with a transrectal ultrasound probe
that requires a 2 minutes long manual or automatic calibra-
tion. [KGD∗03] proposes a sophisticated method based on
a laser emitter with three blinking markers on the side. This
method works in real-time (50 Hz) thanks to a marker identi-
fication algorithm based on a 5×5 high-pass filter that works
on interlaced images. However, hardware based approaches
often present encumbrance problems, require the steriliza-
tion of the instruments and are usually more expensive than
simpler setups.

Probabilistic approaches work on the image acquired by
the endoscope: [CHS13] proposes a neural network that es-
timates the type of the instruments and its position simulta-
neously; it takes advantage of a Kalman filter (for tracking
purposes) but only reaches an update frequency of 8 Hz. In
addition, this method works only for 2D tracking and it is
not tested for real-time applications. [WDCV11] proposes
a so called Condensation algorithm that works on a math-
ematical model of the abdomen and tracks the instruments
providing an automatic estimation of the insertion points po-

sitions. This solution has an important mean error (27.8 pix-
els on 768x576 images) of the identification of the 2D tool
tip while automatic 3D is still imperfect. Moreover, despite
the Condensation algorithm may work in real-time, the ad-
dition of some image segmentation procedures slows down
the performance below 16 Hz.

The last class includes the methods based only on im-
age analysis techniques. This class can be subdivided in two
groups: the first is based on the identification of some struc-
tured markers, while the second includes those solutions that
do not use any kind of extra marker or instrument.

[GJMSMCMJ14] and [KTC∗13] are generic marker
based methods that calculate in real-time the pose of a quad-
rangular marker. Using more than a single marker, these so-
lutions manage partial or complete occlusions of the mark-
ers, despite they usually require a lot of space. [NZDdM06]
implements a 20 Hz tracker that follows a 4-points pattern
(similarly to [AC95] and [CA90]) combined to an edge de-
tection algorithm that improves the system performance. The
main problem of this solution consists of the delay that the
markers detection involves (up to 300 ms) when the tracker
loses all markers.

Markerless solutions mainly aim at identifying the edges
of the instruments using only the information from the im-
ages captured by the endoscope. They are usually robust to
occlusions despite they often involve heavy computations
that do not allow real-time applications. At the best of our
knowledge, current solutions use a combination of Hough
transform, simple operators like erosion, dilation, threshold-
ing and color segmentation: once the edge of the instruments
are found, the instrument axes are computed and the tool tips
are searched along them.

[AKN∗11] calculates the pose of the instruments by
singular value decomposition (SVD), but it is tested only
in standard FLS (Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery)
training boxes assuming the insertion point is known.
[CGL∗08] proposes a solution that is robust to tool tip occlu-
sions, but it suffers from the presence of blurred tool edges
caused by its movement and it does not work in real-time.
[VLC06] proposes a solution that assumes the knowledge of
the insertion point: then, using Hough transform, it searches
the axis of the instruments and searches the tool tip along
it. This method is very slow (10 Hz) even on small images
(200x100 pixels) which has good contrast and lightening. A
promising solution is presented in [CLGG06]: the study of
the vanishing point of the axis of the instruments permits to
compute a geometric solution for the tool tip. This solution
is not proved to work in real-time and assumes a performant
edge detection algorithm. In [CA96] a 4× 4 edge extractor
filter is used before a 8× 8 filter for straight line identifica-
tion. This approach is slow (10 Hz) and slows down even
more if it is used to estimate the tool tip position (5 Hz). To
improve the performance, it uses a colored marker to identify
a particular point of the instrument: comparing the apparent
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size of the projected instrument and its real size (the tool di-
ameter), it is possible to estimate the depth of the tool at that
point as the height of a isosceles triangle.

Color segmentation is a simple method to identify points
of interest in images. [WAH97] convert the color space of
every frame from RGB to HSV to reduce color distortion: a
7×7 low pass filter, followed by a thresholding process, pro-
vides noise removal and a precise identification of a colored
marker. One flaw of this approach is that it needs a stereo en-
doscope and only reaches 17 Hz. [DNdM07] and [DNdM06]
propose markerless solutions that analyze images in HSV
space, perform a real-time color segmentation of the laparo-
scopic instruments and work in a in-vivo environment. How-
ever, it is unclear what the overall performance is because
results related to the framerate and image resolutions were
not presented.

To overcome hardware based solutions and to reduce
computation to meet real-time requirements, our solution
proposes a closed-form algorithm to calculate the 5 DOF
pose of the tool tip, in camera-space, exploiting the projec-
tion of only three non invasive collinear markers applied on
the instruments: we estimate the 3D position of the tool tip
and its distance from the insertion point but we cannot evalu-
ate the roll of the instruments. The main benefit of a marker-
based method lies in its simplicity to precisely compute the
position of the reference points. Moreover, applying markers
on surgical instruments drastically reduces the computation
and overcomes the complexity that are typical of marker-
less algorithms. Also, using the markers is an inexpensive
and safe solution. The closed-form solution allows to speed
up the computation, improves the accuracy and precision of
the results and works in real-time. Estimating the insertion
point of the instruments allows our method to be robust even
under partial occlusions without losing accuracy. Our algo-
rithm does not depend in principle on the environment, how-
ever we tested it only on synthetic environments.

3. Method

We assume a pinhole camera model to describe our sys-
tem, so, given an unknown point q = [X Y Z]T in camera
space, its projection p = [u v]T on the image plane is not
enough to calculate the 3D position of q: perspective projec-
tion implies the loss of the z-coordinate, so the coordinates
of q are related to its camera coordinates p and the focal
value f by:

u = X
f

f −Z
v = Y

f
f −Z

. (1)

That is why we need at least three collinear markers and con-
strain the problem to a plane.

The only hardware modification required by our approach
consists of three colored markers on each instrument, so
that the distances between each marker and the tool tip
are known: as shown in Fig. 1, the difference between the

marker mi and the tool tip is indicated with hi, with i ∈
{1,2,3}. Each marker position is expressed in camera space,
as:

mi =

 Xi
Yi
Zi

 (2)

and its projection to the image plane is expressed in homo-
geneous coordinates:

pi =

 ui
vi
1

 (3)
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For all figures please keep in mind that you must not
use images with transparent background!

Figure 1: Graphic representation of the values used for the
identification of the tool tip when three markers are visible.

The preliminary step of our method, the calibration, is
done once offline and calculates intrinsic and distortion pa-
rameters of the camera using the algorithm proposed by
Zhang [Zha00] and the camera calibration toolbox for Mat-
lab by Bouguet [Bou13]. From now on, we call K the 3× 3
intrinsic parameters matrix and d the 5×1 distortion param-
eter vector.

Our method consists of 2 phases: the first phase is the es-
timation of the insertion point position i in camera space: we
calculate the orientation of the tool in different frames, then
we estimate via SVD the intersection point of all these direc-
tions. This phase is performed at the beginning of the inter-
vention/training and is required to make the method robust
to occlusions. The second phase is described by the pipeline
in Fig. 2: to identify markers, we convert every single frame
to HSV color-space and apply a threshold to the color. Once
we have found the centroid projection to the image plane,
we compute the 3D position and orientation of the tool con-
straining the problem to the plane passing through the origin
of the camera c = [0 0 0]T and the normalized coordi-
nates of marker projections. In this case, normalized means
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that the coordinates do not depend on the camera matrix. In
case of occlusions of one marker, we exploit the estimated
position of the insertion point to calculate the tool pose.
Point i is not usually visible on the image plane.

The initial step provides an estimation of i. In case of
marker occlusions, we estimate the pose of the tool tip ex-
ploiting the estimated location of i in camera space, and
comparing the result with the last valid pose. To do this we
calculate a solution for each possible pair of markers, then
we estimate the tool tip pose with a modified version of the
algorithm described in subsection 3.1. At the end of this pro-
cedure, we select the solution whereby the difference with
the last valid solution is minimal. The two phases are done
separately for each instrument but while the first is done once
at the beginning of the training session, the second is done
automatically for each new frame.

3.1. Marker detection

In our setup each instrument has three markers whose color
is unique. We thus apply a color segmentation procedure for
every single instrument. We also categorize the tools by their
insertion point, i.e. right or left of the camera.

For all figures please keep in mind that you must not
use images with transparent background!

Figure 2: Color segmentation pipeline for markers centroid
identification. (a) frame captured by the camera in RGB
color space, then (b) it is converted in HSV color space. For
each instrument, (c) the HSV frame is binarized by thresh-
olding all the channels of the HSV space, then (d) the cen-
troid of every white area is calculated.

Due to camera color distortion, we convert every frame
from RGB to HSV color-space and create a binary image
thanks to color threshold boundaries of the markers. The bi-
nary image is eroded and dilated with a 5×5 cross kernel to
remove noise. Our experiments show that a 5× 5 filter size
is a good tradeoff to remove impulsive noise and not to slow
down the performance but, as a side effect. Smaller filters
are more sensible to find markers but they are more sensitive
to noise; bigger filters are not recommended because they re-
move too much information. If two or three colored areas are
found, we assume we have found the markers of the instru-
ments so their respective centroids are computed; otherwise
the current frame is discarded. If three markers are found,
we estimate the pose with the method explained in subsec-
tion B. If two markers are found, we exploit i to estimate
the instrument pose as presented in subsection D. All these
markers are sorted according to the current instrument inser-
tion point: we consider as the first marker the nearest to the
tool tip and as the last one the nearest to the insertion point
projection. This operation simplifies our algorithm and in-
troduces a geometric constraint: we assume that a particular
3-markers-pattern belongs to a specific instrument of which
we know the main direction respect the camera position.

3.2. 3D pose estimation

The estimation of the instrument position requires the pro-
jection of the markers to the image plane. Our algorithm
takes as input the 2D coordinates of these markers, the ma-
trix K and the real distances between the markers applied to
the instrument, and gives a 5 DOF pose as output. Due to
camera distortion, we use d to correct the coordinates of the
given points.

For every instrument, starting from the markers projec-
tions p1, p2 and p3 in homogeneous coordinates, we calcu-
late two angles as shown in Fig. 1. Respectively, we define
the angles α = ̂p1cp2 and β = ̂p2cp3:

α = arccos(n1 ·n2) (4)

β = arccos(n2 ·n3). (5)

where

ni =
K−1pi
‖K−1pi‖

=
mi

‖mi‖
(6)

Let h12 and h23 be the real distance between m1 and m2, and
m2 and m3, respectively. h01 is the distance between the tool
tip and the first marker. From these values, we can constrain
our problem to a plane that contains the origin of the camera
c and the instrument.

Let β
′ be the angle ̂cm3m1:

β
′ = arctan

(
h12 sinβsin(α+β)

h23 sinα−h12 sinβcos(α+β)

)
. (7)
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Thanks to (7), we can compute the length of the position
vectors of the markers:

l2 = h23
sinβ

′

sinβ
(8)

l3 = l2 cosβ+h23 cosβ
′ (9)

l1 = l3
sinβ

′

sin(α+β+β′)
(10)

than define the 3D position of each marker as:

mi = lini (11)

Due to inevitable errors during marker detection and nu-
merical approximation, we compute the tool tip position
(orientation) as the mean of the positions (orientations) esti-
mated using every pair of markers. Let

mi j = mi−m j (12)

be the vector that goes to mi from m j, and let

dir = 1
3

(
m12
‖m12‖

+
m13
‖m13‖

+
m23
‖m23‖

)
(13)

be the averaged sum of the the vectors that connect the mark-
ers positions. So it is possible to estimate the orientation o
of the tool as the versor:

o =
dir
‖dir‖ (14)

and to estimate the position t of the tool tip as:

t = h01o+m1. (15)

The accuracy and precision of this method will be dis-
cussed in Section 4.

Our method is similar to [DNMK08], where an elegant
matrix-based algorithm is shown. This method is a linear al-
gorithm that works with n ≥ 3 collinear points but the ma-
trix notation is ill-conditioned and introduces some signifi-
cant bias in the results, in presence of noise and close points
in the object pattern. Furthermore, it does not manage ref-
erence points occlusions. Our solution proposes an analytic
approach that resolves these problems and works also for
n = 2, as Section 3.4 shows.

3.3. Insertion point estimation

Once we have at least two frames which permit us to es-
timate two different tool poses, we have the possibility to
estimate the intersection point i as the intersection between
the estimated 3D lines that approximate the tool. The greater
is the number of the estimated poses, the more robust will be
the estimation of i. We tested our algorithm with 100 differ-
ent frames in which there are no marker occlusions: a lower
number of frames risks to be too noisy due to orientation

estimation. If the location of the real insertion point is too
far from the estimated one, our algorithm generates results
with larger errors. We compute the insertion point offline,
thanks to Eikenes’ algorithm [Eik12] that computes an ap-
proximated solution that minimizes the quadratic error be-
tween the estimated insertion point and the calculated orien-
tations.

3.4. 3D pose estimation under occlusions

During laparoscopic task execution, occlusions may occur
both in synthetic and real environments. Under these cir-
cumstances the described method fails because of the lack
of enough information. To handle these events, our method
takes advantage of the knowledge of the position of the in-
sertion point measured at the beginning of the task.

Since we have no information about which marker is oc-
cluded, we must estimate three different tool poses, one for
each pair of markers. The algorithm starts with two markers,
mi and m j, where m j is the nearest marker to i and con-
sider the pivot point i as the third marker. However, unlike
in subsection 3.2, we do not know the actual distance be-
tween the markers and the insertion point but we know ‖i‖.
We exploit this knowledge to obtain an analytic solution for
the tool pose.

To estimate the tool orientation, we consider the coplanar
lines identified by the segments cmi, cm j, ci and imi, then
we define a reference system with the origin in i, where the x
axis along ci pointing toward c and the y axis pointing toward
the half-plane where the instrument is.

Defining the angles α and β like in (4) and (5) we can cal-
culate the gradient of the lines passing through the markers
as:

Li =− tan(α+β) L j =− tanβ. (16)

So we define the fourth degree polynomial and identify its
roots:

(i2a2− k2)x4+

2bk2x3+

(i2a2− k2(b2 +2c))x2+

2bck2x−

i2c2

(17)

where k is the distance between the markers, a = Li− L j,
b = Li+L j and c = LiL j. Due to the geometrical structure of
the problem, we discard imaginary solutions and the solution
that does not converge with the optical ray in front of the
camera. So, we consider only the real and positive solution
Lo of (17) and if more than one valid solution is found, the
current frame is discarded.

Let ω be the angle between the tool direction and the vec-
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tor i, then:

ω = arccos

√
1

L2
o +1

. (18)

Thanks to (17) and (18), the distance between the inser-
tion point i and the marker m j can be defined as

‖m j− i‖= isinβ

sin(β+ω)
. (19)

After this operations, we compute the positions of the mark-
ers like in (11) where:

li =
k+‖m j− i‖sinω

sin(α+β)
(20)

l j =
‖m j− i‖sinω

sinβ
(21)

mi = lini m j = l jn j. (22)

Finally, it is possible to estimate the pose of the tool tip
t using (15) where m3 = i. It is important to underline that
we do not know the pair of markers whose included angle
is α. So, unless we include a marker tracking algorithm, we
have to calculate ω and t three times setting ‖mi−m j‖ as
h1, h2 and (h1+h2). At the end, we choose the solution that
minimizes the Euclidean distance between the last valid pose
and the current one.

t

mi

mj

i

pj

pi

c

ω

Figure 3: Graphic representation of the values used for the
identification of the tip of the instrument when only two
markers are visible due to occlusions.

4. Results

We use a support for a Microsoft LifeCam HD-6000 cam-
era and two Olympus HiQ+ Bipolar Hand Instruments to
work on a controlled environment. The proposed method

was implemented in C++, using OpenCV 2.4.9, CvBlob-
sLib v83 and GLM 0.9.5.3 on a Q8200 (2.33 GHz) PC.
For the results, we compare our algorithm with ArUco 1.2.5
[GJMSMCMJ14]. On each instrument three colored mark-
ers were applied whose color boundaries are computed by
hand: we choose fluorescent colors like magenta and orange,
for the right and left instrument respectively, to ensure ro-
bustness to illumination change. The color boundaries used
in segmentation are computed to get the widest search win-
dow preserving robustness. For magenta, we choose [154,
184] Hue-boundaries (on 255). For orange, we choose [0,
24]. Both colors are characterized by Saturation and Value
[128, 255] and [92, 255] respectively.

In our experiments, we assume to use a calibrated camera
and to move the instruments no farther than 30 cm from the
camera center. The markers have size of 1.0 cm and the dis-
tance hi j between adjacent markers are [h01 = 1.0, h12 = 2.0,
h23 = 1.0] cm for every instrument.

We show two studies performed on a single instrument at
time: first one compares the insertion point estimated po-
sitions and the second one compares the tool tip position
with and without occlusions. Every test has been reproduced
for three different image resolutions (640x480, 800x600 and
1280x800).

Table 1: Insertion point estimation [cm]

ArUco our method
X Y Z X Y Z

640x480
Mean 9.48 -7.24 -0.09 9.47 -7.37 -0.26
STD 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.17 0.22 0.66
800x600
Mean 9.61 -7.32 0.11 9.13 -7.09 -0.80
STD 0.20 0.14 0.28 0.00 0.10 0.89
1280x800
Mean 9.31 -7.09 -0.04 9.80 -7.54 -0.56
STD 0.56 0.33 0.57 0.26 0.10 0.39

To estimate the insertion point coordinates, we applied
two markers of ArUco to the instrument as in [KTC∗13],
then we compute the difference of their 3D positions to iden-
tify the axis of the instrument. Finally we estimate the inser-
tion point as the point of intersection of all the estimated
directions. Results are provided in table 1.

For the accuracy test, we draw four points on a line on the
ground plane and touch them in sequence with the tool tip.
The distance between two consecutive points is 4 cm. We
then compare the relative positions of the actual points and
the estimated ones. Table 2 shows the accuracy test results.

Position errors, which in some cases reach nearly a cen-
timeter, are probably due to a rough camera calibration and
to the manual positioning of the instrument.

For the precision test, we move the instrument along a
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Table 2: Accuracy and precision [cm]

w/o occlusions occlusions
I II III IV I II III IV

Ground 0.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 0.00 4.00 8.00 12.00
640x480
Error 0.00 0.09 0.22 0.24 0.00 -0.01 0.20 0.55
STD 0.20 0.20 0.28 0.35 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
800x600
Error 0.00 0.37 0.70 0.95 0.00 0.09 0.41 0.90
STD 0.26 0.26 0.17 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
1280x800
Error 0.00 0.07 0.17 0.18 0.00 0.09 0.27 0.68
STD 0.24 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00

Table 3: Std.Dev. of the tool tip position during motion [cm]

w/o occlusions occlusions
640x480 0.52 0.20
800x600 0.42 0.17
1280x800 0.44 0.14

line and calculate the average standard deviation of the mea-
surements in respect of the main direction of the estimated
poses.

Both table 1 and 2 show that higher resolution does not
significantly affect the accuracy of the measurements despite
a significant improvement in the precision, especially in case
of occlusions. The higher precision in case of occlusions is
due to the assumption that the insertion point is considered
as a fixed marker. Precision results are shown in table 3. Fig.4
graphically shows the estimated poses along the tracked line.

Another important result concerns the performance: our
solution works at an average framerate of 27 frames per sec-
ond at a resolution of 640x480. Higher resolution results in
lower framerates (about 10 FPS at 1280x800) due to poor
segmentation algorithm performance. Occlusions do not in-
fluence the speed of the system.

5. Conclusion and future work

We have developed a closed-form solution that works in real-
time to estimate the 3D position of laparoscopic instruments
by using a simple setup composed by a standard camera and
three colored markers applied on the instruments. The pro-
posed approach works even in presence of the occlusion of
one of the reference points and guarantees robustness thanks
to its analytic formulation.

Despite the speed of the system is slowed down by an in-
efficient segmentation algorithm, our solution works up to
29 FPS on a 640x480 image. Experimental results show that
the resolution of the image does not significantly influence
the accuracy of the tool tip pose estimation. This will per-
mit to deploy our solution on a low-performance embedded
system using a low resolution camera.

Figure 4: Estimated tool tip position (green and blue) versus
its regression line (red) at different resolutions, a) 640x480
and b) 1280x800.

The proposed method may take advantage of a smart seg-
mentation algorithm to calculate marker centroids and of a
marker tracking system to understand which marker is oc-
cluded and to reduce computational time.

Future works include more realistic scenarios, like in-vivo
environments, to test our algorithm. Although the closed-
form solution proposed in our method does not depend on
the algorithm that identifies the reference points, more ex-
periments must be executed to stress the robustness of the
colored markers under important environment changes, like
limited illumination and lower distance between the instru-
ments and the camera center.
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